
 

PASS #1 

Both knights charge down the lists, intent on winning the day. Sir Brams slams his lance into Sir Jordans’ 

shield, shatter the lance upon impact, but the shield holds firm. Sir Jordan’s lance also cracks upon the 

shield of Sir Bram, both ride to another pass. 

- Sir Bram got a “B” result, but the shield saved. (1 point). 

- Sir Jordans also got a “B” result, but again the shield saved. (1 point).  

PASS #2 

Each knight turns and charges headlong down the list, Sir Bram again connects solidly to the shield of Sir 

Jordans, causing his lance to break apart into splinters. Sir Jordans lance glances harmlessly off of the 

shield of Sir Bram. 

- Sir Bram again got a “B” result, but the shield once again holds. (1 point). 

- Sir Jordans got a “G” result. 

PASS #3 

With a lusty cry, both knights turn and spur their mounts on, hoping for victory. Sir Bram slams his lance 

home with a resounding crash against Sir Jordans, whose lance also hits the mark of Sir Bram’s shield. 

Both shields hold true, however Sir Bram’s lance glances off the shield and almost penetrates the breast 

of Sir Jordans. The Pious Knight is driven from his seat and totters from the side of his mount, to land 

winded, but unwounded in the muck. Sir Bram wins the day! 

- Sir Bram got a “B/U/I” result, again the shield saves, and the ‘to-hit’ misses, but the knight failed 

his save and tumbles. (4 points). 

- Sir Jordans got a “B” result, but the shield saved. (1 point). 

 

WINNER: SIR BRAM OF DUQUESNE 
Sir Bram: 6 points. 
Sir Jordans: 2 points. 



 

 

PASS #1 

The two contestants thunder down the pass and with a thunderous crash, Sir William’s lance shatters 

the shield of Sir Antonio, nearly unhorsing the Knight of San Pedro. Sir Antonio’s lance misses the mark. 

- Sir William got a “B/U” result, the shield failed its’ save, but the Knight made his. (2 points) 

- Sir Antonio got an “M” result.  

PASS #2 

The knights turn their chargers, and make another pass. Sir William’s lance glances off the armor of Sir 

Antonio. While Sir Antonio’s strike hits the mark, and with a crack Sir William’s shield is rendered 

useless. 

- Sir William got a “G” result. 

- Sir Antonio got a “B” result, and the shield failed its’ save. (2 points). 

PASS #3 

Again the brave knights turn and race down the lists, eager to make a name for themselves and carry 

the day. Both knights aim high, and Sir William’s lance connects to Sir Antonio’s helm, sending the helm 

and knight both flying from the saddle, as Sir Antonio’s lance dips and misses the mark. The crowd roars 

as the knight of San Pedro stumbles to his feet in defeat. 

- Sir William got an “H” result, and Sir Antonio failed his save. (3 points). 

- Sir Antonio got an “M” result. 

 

WINNER: SIR WILLIAM “THE TURTLE” ROCASTLE 
Sir William: 5 points. 
Sir Antonio: 2 points. 



 

 

PASS #1 

The knights take to the field with thunderous applause for the Dame, another local favorite if only for 

her name. The knights dig their spurs into their charges, and plummet down the lists. Dame Constance 

breaks her lance upon the shield of Don Alonzo, but fails to break it. Don Alonzo concerned about the 

“chivalry” of striking a Dame, misses the mark badly. 

- Dame Constance got a “B” result, but the shield does not break. (1 point). 

- Don Alonzo gets an “M” result. 

PASS #2 

Again the knights charge down the field, mud flying from the horses iron shod feet. Dame Constance 

slams her lance into the shield of Don Alonzo, splintering it upon the face of the shield and driving the 

Don backwards over his saddle. The Don’s lance strikes true as his is sent flying and breaks also upon the 

shield of the Dame. Don Alonzo flies to the mud, and lands with a crash. The Dame has won the day, and 

the crowd approves wildly. 

- Dame Constance got a “B/U” result. The shield holds, while the knight fails. (4 points). 

- Don Alonzo got a “B” result, but the shield holds. (1 point). 

WINNER: DAME CONSTANCE Du MARTIER 
Dame Constance: 5 points. 
Don Alonzo:  1 point. 
  



 

 

PASS #1 

The two warriors send their mounts galloping down the lists, Sir Basil hears a roar from a familiar section 

of the crowd where he wooed the young Desiree with his chivalry. However, Sir Donnal is a formidable 

opponent and his lance strikes straight and true. The force of the impact snaps Sir Basil’s shield in two, 

as splinters of the lance almost penetrate his newly acquired Mail and Plate. He staggers under the force 

of the impact but with every ounce of strength he is able to stay mounted.  

- Sir Donnal got a “B/U/I” result, the shield did not make its’ save, but Sir Basil made his save, and 

the ‘to-hit’ roll missed badly. (2 points) 

- Sir Basil got a “G” result. 

PASS #2 

The crowd cheers as the two knights turn to make another attempt, Sir Basil seems to have won local 

support. Again Sir Donnal strikes hard and true. His lance splinters and the jagged end nearly connects 

with the jugular of Sir Basil. Sir Basil falls tumbling from his saddle to land in the mud of the lists. The 

crowd comes to silence as they wait to see if Sir Basil is hurt. He stumbles to his feet and the crowd 

cheers for the poor knight, so quickly robbed of his recent victory. Sir Donnal wins the day. 

- Sir Donnal again gets a “B/U/I” result. Sir Basil misses his save, but the ‘to-hit’ roll barely missed 

as well (no injuries). (4 points). 

- Sir Basil gets an “M” result. 

 

WINNER: SIR DONNAL McDONNAL 
Sir Donnal: 5 points. 
Sir Basil: 0 points. 
  



 

 

 

PASS #1 

The crowd cheers as the two competitors enter the field, a chant of “Sir Noah” is heard from the stands. 

The two knights charge down the field, thundering towards each other. Sir Leland’s lance strikes true 

and shatters off of Sir Eusyram’s shield. At the same time, Sir Eusyram shatters his lance on Sir Leland’s 

shield, neither shield yield and both continue down the lists. 

- Sir Leland got a “B/U” result, but both shield and knight made their save. (1 point). 

- Sir Eusyram got a “B” result but again the shield did not break. ( 1 point). 

PASS #2 

The knights, spur their chargers on for the 2nd pass, sending clumps of mud flying as the approach at full 

force. Sir Leland’s lance goes wide, however Sir Eusyram strikes straight and true. Sir Leland’s shield 

absorbs most of the blow, but he is driven backwards over his horses arse to land unceremoniously in 

the muck of the field. The crowd cheers and again the chants of “SIR NOAH!” ring out from the stands.  

- Sir Leland got an “M” result. 

- Sir Eusyram got a “B/U” result, the shield made it’s save, but Sir Leland did not. (4 points). 

WINNER: SIR EUSRYAM 
Sir Leland: 1 point 
Sir Eusyram: 5 points 
  



 

 

 

PASS #1 

The knights gallop down the list, intent upon winning the day. The warm spring air echoes with the 

sound of their hooves thundering upon the field. Sir Eustace shatters his lance against the stout shield of 

Sir Isaac to no avail. Sir Isaac’s lance hammers through Sir Eustace’s shield, sending slivers flying through 

the air. Sir Eustace cannot hold his seat, and tumbles roughly to the mud. The crowd cheers at the sight 

of such a grand spectacle. Sir Isaac wins this day. 

- Sir Eustace scored a “B” result, but the shield made its’ save.. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac scored a “B/U” and both the shield and knight failed saves.  ( 5 points). 

WINNER: SIR ISAAC CRABBOT 
Sir Eustace: 1 point. 
Sir Isaac: 5 points. 
  



 

 

PASS #1 

The two contestant plummet down the lists, Sir Theon’s lance strikes a mighty blow to Sir Samson but 

the knight struggles and somehow manages to keep his seat, while his lance glances harmlessly off of Sir 

Theon’s shield. 

- Sir Theon got a “U” result, but Sir Samson made his save. 

- Sir Samson got a “G” result. 

PASS #2 

The two Knights turn and spur their mounts on for glory and the day. Sir Theon again strikes mightily at 

the shield of Sir Samson but the wood is good and true and does not yield. Sir Samson seems to be 

distracted and misses his mark. 

- Sir Theon gets a “B” result but the shield saves. (1 point). 

- Sir Samson gets an “M” result. 

PASS #3 

Each knight turns and dashes for his last pass of the joust, Sir Theon again strikes true, nearly toppling 

Sir Samson from his mount, but the knight uses all of his strength to remain in the saddle. At the same 

time, Sir Samson’s lance splinters against the shield of Sir Theon but his shield proves as worthy as Sir 

Samson’s and holds true. The contest is a draw, both Knights advance. 

- Sir Theon again gets a “U”, but again Sir Samson makes his save. 

- Sir Samson gets a timely “B” result, but the shield saves. (1 point). 

CONTEST IS A DRAW: BOTH KNIGHTS ADVANCE 
Sir Theon: 1 point. 
Sir Samson: 1 point.  
  



 

 

PASS #1 

The knights take the field as the crowd roars for the local favorite Brother Garard. The humble priest. 

The two knights urge their steeds forward headlong down the lists, Brother Garard’s lance misses the 

mark. The mighty Lord Warchop strikes hard and shatters the shield of the poor Brother, nearly taking 

his head off with his vicious blow. Brother Garard is tossed backwards to land crumpled in the mud. The 

crowd begins booing the foreign Lord Warchop as they watch their humble cleric hobble to his pavilion. 

Sir Warchop has won the day! 

- Brother Garard got an “M” result. 

- Sir Warchop got a “B/U/I” result. The shield, and knight both failed their saves. However the ‘to-

hit’ roll was a miss.  ( 5 points). 

WINNER: SIR WARCHOP BARON OF CHESTERFIELD 
Brother Garard: 0 points. 
Sir Warchop: 5 points. 
 


